A purely temporal transparency mechanism in the visual system.
I report evidence for a purely temporal perceptual transparency mechanism. Rapid alternation of two images in the same location can result in the simultaneous experience of both, accompanied by a sense of transparency. This is true even when the sum of the two images does not appear transparent, which suggests that the percept is not mediated by the static transparency processes. At slow rates, alternating gratings were experienced as successive. As the rate was increased, by 8 Hz observers experienced the gratings as simultaneous. The rapidly alternating gratings are apparently processed separately before being combined for awareness by a process that integrates over about 120 ms. A final experiment tested whether the common presentation time of different parts of an image in alternation with another would cause the parts to perceptually bind. Observers did not distinguish between a rapidly alternating intact grating display and one in which halves of the display were exchanged in time. In other words, temporal binding across space did not occur. The temporal transparency phenomenon, in addition to informing theories of transparency and the dynamics of visual processing, may also be useful for the creation of transparent displays for electronic devices.